Communications Technology
Insight Services for Contact Center
and Communications Systems
Your UC and contact center
infrastructure must perform
exactly as intended so user,
customer, and agent
interactions are on the
money – every time.
Each interaction must be
smooth and efficient to
achieve the financial returns
and customer satisfaction
that justified the technology
investment in the first place.
So how do you ensure your solutions
perform as designed and deliver the
best possible customer experience?
IR’s cloud-based automated testing
solutions provide comprehensive
testing services to support your
inhouse team.
Years of testing experience, highly
responsive support, experienced
people, and proven, up-to-date
testing and monitoring methods
give you confidence at every stage
of the communications solution life
cycle.

Planning

Evolution

Our team works with you to balance
your requirements and resources

As your systems extend and
expand, you can test these
evolving environments to confirm
applications perform as traffic
scales up, identify and analyze
trends, and spot issues that
adversely impact interactions in the
production environment.

You don’t need to purchase
hardware or software; we test
without adding any products to
your infrastructure*.

Deployment
StressTest load/performance
test sessions allow you to observe,
tune and verify voice and online
solution performance under various
conditions including increased
levels of interaction and sudden
changes in traffic levels.

Production
Once your system is live, you can
test system performance before
and after application changes and
upgrades, and monitor availability,
functionality, and performance
around the clock.

Experience management and
testing services
IR’s cloud-based testing solutions
provide comprehensive experience
testing services for every stage of
the life cycle – starting with go-live

validation, through ongoing patch,
extend, and expand evolution, and
day-to-day operational surveillance.

it continues to deliver the same highquality experience in the production
environment.

Supported communications
technologies
We test a broad selection of UC and
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• HeartBeat for Voice
deployed a system capable of
delivering the user experience you
intend, HeartBeat regularly interacts
with that system’s components (e.g.,
IVR or conference bridge) to ensure

your critical web solutions are
available and perform as expected.
With HeartBeat running against your
voice and web systems, you can “Go

without risking real customer satisfaction.

* The Virtual Customer Reflector function used to test screen
pops and call routing performance is installed as an on-site
appliance in the same rack as your contact center’s switching,
CTI, and media servers, or as a VM instance on a server or

IR Collaborate will alert you if user
experience delivered is hampered in
any way.

servers within your contact center environment. It can also be
installed as a service on the agent’s desktop.
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